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PRAYER NEEDS:
Money for Printing
Bibles & Maintaining
Centers.
New Churches for the
Soldiers Who are Moving to New Assignments.
Starting a New Center in
Pushkin
Safety for Vasily in
Chechnya
Pray for These Soldiers
to Receive Jesus
1. Denis

“GIFTS OF LOVE”
As we begin our twelfth
year of ministry in Russia we
are thankful for the many
blessings and the honored
privilege to serve Jesus
there. We return to St. Petersburg on the 8th of September and will hit the
ground running as we prepare to open up other Centers.
In the photo to the right
you will see Col ® Jorg
Stachel from Greenwood,
Indiana who came to visit
Operation Centurion the 2nd
of June through the 14th.
Jorg enjoyed meeting the
soldiers at the Centers and
participating in the distribution of the Bibles along with
the hygiene gift packets.
Now his desire is to raise
money to help print more
Bibles.
In the last newsletter we
shared about attending the
military academy graduation.
What a surprise we had
when over the loud speakers, we heard American Rock
‘n Roll songs playing. As the
men were standing in forma-

Roger & Jorg ministering at military base at Sertolova
tion, the song “Born in the
USA” by Bruce Springsteen
came on. I‘m sure that the
former leaders of the USSR
would not have found that
funny but we did!
How times have changed in
the former Soviet Union! That’s
why it is so important to reach
these young soldiers for Christ;
to set a Christ like example; to

NEW CENTER OPENED

2. Valodya

Anatoly Remizov (Bible in
hand) is the Director of the

3. Nikita

new Nazarene Center. He is a
retired Army Captain who was
involved in the Chernobyl
clean-up and was given a
medical discharge. Now he
is ministering for Christ.

4. Zhenya
5.

Andrei

give them hope, a purpose, and
direction in their lives.
Please continue to pray for
Russia and the C.I.S. States as
they continue to go through
changes. They are still seeking
to have democracy and a better
way of life. Your prayers will
make all the difference! Blessed
is the nation whose God is the
Lord!

Anatoly is also the Northwest
Regional Director of the Union of
Military Christians.
He loves sharing the gospel
and has already won 9 men to
the Lord. He is currently holding
Bible studies for them and soon
we will have another baptism.
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Operation Centurion is a Christian non-profit organization reaching out to Russian and NATO soldiers and their families. The organization provides Bibles and
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Alexander Michaylov
I came to the Servicemen’s
Center for the first time one
and one-half years ago, in the
autumn of 2003.
What got me interested is
that here I met people whose
world’s view was so different
from the world’s view of the
people in my circle. I was interested in fellowship with
people who were pure in soul,
with people who were kind and
sincere.
Here I am a totally different
person, and that different person is becoming more and
more established in me. I am
becoming more patient , more
kind, and more correct in my
thinking.
I thank the Lord for bringing
me here; I thank Margaret and
Roger; and I thank all of my
friends that come here.
As you can tell Alexander
(Sasha) is really struggling
with yielding completely to
Christ. He sees the difference
between the world’s way and
God’s way. Please pray for
him to trust the Holy Spirit to
complete the work that He
started in Sasha.

REPENT

AND

B E B A P T I S E D !!!

The week before
graduation we had a
very exciting time arranging for three of our
men to be baptized.
Because it was still too
cold to baptize outside,
we were able to rent a
banya not far from the
Center.
Nikolai, Uri, and
Alexei were all buried
with Christ and raised
in newness of life. In
the last newsletter, we
shared about Alexei, so
we thought we would
tell you about Nikolai
Nikolaev.
“ I found out
about the military
Center from my
friend, Vasily, and
came there for the
first time on March
27th, 2004. I am
very glad that I have
had an opportunity
to be here. During
this year I have
learned so many
things about God
and have met differ-

Pastor Kakule and Nikolai Nikolaev
We were
ent peooverjoyed at
ple whom I came to love. I am
his growth when we found out that
grateful to them for all their
he was putting the principles of
help and counsel.”
Christ into practice. One of the lesAfter a year of hearing the Word
taught, Nikolai walked forward to
commit his life to Christ when
Roger gave an altar call. Not only
did Nikolai come to church and the
Bible studies on Saturday and
Sunday, but he also started doing
some Bible study homework which
we gave him to do.

sons on forgiveness motivated him
to go to one of his friends with
whom he had a problem and make
amends. PTL!
Please pray that Nikolai and the
rest of the young men will continue
to be “doers of the Word and not
hearers only.”

